## Schedule of Interviews (For candidates who have Qualified the screening test and candidates exempted* from screening test) for Ph.D. Admission-Session: August, 2023

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date &amp; Time</th>
<th>Department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 03.07.2023 (Monday)  | Applied Chemistry  
| 10:00 AM onwards     | Applied Mathematics  
|                      | Biotechnology  
|                      | CSE  
|                      | Software Engineering  
|                      | USME (Management, ECO & IEV)  
|                      | Electrical Engineering/COE-EVRT  
|                      | Environment Engineering  
|                      | Mechanical Engineering  |
| 04.07.2023 (Tuesday) | Applied Physics  
| 10:00 AM onwards     | Electronics and Communication Engineering  
|                      | IT  
|                      | Design  
|                      | DSM  
|                      | Humanities (ECO)  
|                      | Civil Engineering  
|                      | Multidisciplinary Centre for Geoinformatics  
|                      | Centre of Excellence for the Science of Happiness  
|                      | Any Other Department**  |

**NOTE:**

1. Candidates exempted (*) from screening test kindly refer the link: [http://www.dtu.ac.in/Web/Admission/brochure/2023/phd_Final_Exempted.pdf](http://www.dtu.ac.in/Web/Admission/brochure/2023/phd_Final_Exempted.pdf)

2. Interviews on the second day i.e. 04.07.2023 marked with asterisk (**) will be held only “if required” and this would be notified to the candidates through email on registered mail id by the respective department.

3. Candidates are requested to be ready with Power Point Presentation (PPT) highlighting their area of interest/research plan (maximum 8-10 slides) for presentation during Interview. **It is compulsory.**

4. Candidates must carry hard copy of filled application form and undertaking form in the format, as attached, ready for the interview. Without these documents, candidates will not be allowed for the interview.

5. Candidates- JRF, exempted from Ph.D. Screening Test- Session August 2023, must carry their valid JRF certificate in original, failing which they shall not be considered for Ph.D. Admissions-August 2023.

7. Candidates applying for Ph.D. Admission in CSE, SWE and IT Departments must coordinate/inform the departments about their preferences as mentioned in the application form at the time of Interview.

8. Candidates are required to carry original hard copy certificate/project reports/dissertation/NOC/Research Proposal (if any)/ Research Publication (if any).

9. Candidates applying for any reserved seat (i.e. EWS, SC, ST, OBC-NCL/PwD) must produce the original and latest certificates (current financial year whereas applicable) issued from an approved district authority, at the time of document verification.

10. Interviews for Humanities (ECO) and USME (ECO) will be held separately at Department of Humanities, DTU Main Campus and USME, East Delhi Campus respectively as per time schedule detailed above.

11. Interviews for DSM (Management) and USME (Management) will be held separately at Department of DSM, DTU Main Campus and USME, East Delhi Campus respectively as per time schedule detailed above.

-sd
Chairperson (Ph.D. Admission)
UNDEARTAKING

I ________________________________

S/O, D/O, W/O ________________________________

hereby undertake that I have not taken admission in Ph.D. Programme (Part Time/Full Time) of Delhi Technological University prior to my admission in the Ph.D. Summer Session (August -2023). In case any information/statements/documents submitted by me is found false/incorrect at any point of time, my admission shall be cancelled without prior intimation and I will not claim for the same.

Signature of the Candidate:
Name of the Candidate:
Department Applied For: